View 1 from A69 North

Emphasising the viewer height to 150m above ground, makes the coupe structure and restocking structure (notably the use of broad leaf species to emphasise land form) more visible.

Felling Proposals

Restocking Proposals
View 2 from Birdoswald Roman fort

From the popular visitor attraction of Birdoswald Roman fort only the southern boundary of the forest is visible. The straightness of this boundary is currently mitigated by the external hedgerow and small woodland that lie within the view. These will be further enhanced by the restructuring of this boundary at restocking.
View 3 from Roman Army Museum

Spadeadam forest is again very foreshortened in the view.
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View 4 Western forest boundary from Bewcastle

From Bewcastle the western edge of the forest forms a straight line in parallel with the skyline break this by stage felling but more significantly at restocking.
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